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1. Introduction. Principles of the Saint-Venant type are concerned for the most
part with elastic solids, where they deal with the comparison of states of stress that
result from the application of statically equivalent distributions of surface tractions to
portions of the surface. As a rule, the aim of such a comparison is to justify relaxing
boundary conditions.

Although research activity (an account of which is given in [1]) continues to empha-
size Saint-Venant principles for elastic solids, equations of the type considered in the
present paper have also attracted attention, principally from Knowles [2], as well as
Ho and Knowles [3]. The main advantages, as pointed out in [2], are that the results
apply to certain problems in the mechanics of solids and fluids governed by second-order
equations, and at the same time furnish a simpler setting in which to develop promising
ideas.

We are here interested in obtaining a Saint-Venant principle for equations of the form

L[u] = (pux)x + (quy)y = 0, (1.1)

on a rectangle, say the rectangle 0 < x < I, — h/2 < y < h/2. As for boundary condi-
tions, we are concerned with the special class of Neumann problems in which the normal
derivative vanishes on the sides y = ±h/2. Thus, we impose

u„(x, ±h/2) = 0 for 0 < x < I, ^ ^

w*(0, y) = fi(y) and u,(l, y) = f2{y) for -h/2 < y < h/2,

where and /2 are prescribed functions. It is easy to show by means of the divergence
theorem that a necessary condition for the existence of a solution is

/h/2 f*h/2

p(0,y)h(y) dy = / p(l, y)f2(y) dy. (1.3)
- h/2 J — h/2

The Saint-Venant principle for (1.1), (1.2) is aimed at a comparison of the gradient
of u with gradient of the solution u to the problem obtained by replacing /, , /2 with a
pair of functions f, , /2 for which

/h/2 /*h/2
p(0, y)h(y) dy = / p(0, y)Jr(y) dy. (1.4)

-h/2 -'-h/2
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The problem is thus one of estimating |Vw — Vw| under the assumption that (1.4)
holds. Accordingly, it is clear that we can reach this goal by estimating |Vu| under the
assumption that /2 = 0 and

v(0, y)U{y) dy = 0, (1.5)«/_/
We henceforth write / for /, .

For the results to constitute a Saint-Venant principle, the estimate for |Vu| should
diminish with increasing distance from the near end, i.e. the end x = 0. As is frequently
the case, our objective is to establish conditions under which such a decay is exponential
by means of sensibly explicit estimates that manifest this property.

Results similar to those sought here have been obtained by Ho and Knowles [3].
Although there are certain differences between the results of [3] and those of the present
paper, the major distinction lies in the approaches. Here we make extensive use of the
maximum principle, which appears to lead more easily to explicit results. This facility
is, however, gained at a substantial sacrifice in generality, as evidence by the many
successful applications (see [3]) of the techniques employed in [3] to problems where an
adequate maximum principle is lacking.

The work described here generalizes the results in [4], which treats by similar methods
the same problem for Laplace's equation on a curved strip. In [4] we made essential use of
the fact that if u is harmonic then |V«|2 is subharmonic. In the present paper, we have
benefited from results given in a recent paper [5] by Protter and Weinberger, which
furnish a suitable counterpart of this property for the operator L. Another key element
in this generalization process is Littman's work in [6] on weakly L-subharmonic func-
tions, which greatly facilitated the construction of a certain auxiliary function by easing
the burden of smoothness requirements. The increased generality of the present results
over [4] broadens their application to include the axisymmetric torsion of shells of uni-
form thickness and the axisymmetric potential flow of fluids in regions of the same geo-
metry.1

2. Gradient bounds for the sides and far end. The aim of this section is to arrive
at gradient bounds for u on the sides and far end, which on the sides have the desired
exponential decay. We assume that u and the coefficients p, q are in class C' on the
closure (ft of the rectangle

(ft = {(x, y) | 0 < x < I, —h/2 < y < h/2 \. (2.1)

Moreover, we take L to be uniformly elliptic on (ft, so there exist positive constants
pa , <?o such that

P > Vo , q > qo On (ft. (2.2)

We introduce the function v determined by

£[i'] = ^ v^j + ^ y„) =0 on (R, (2.3)

1 (Added in proof) Applications of the results contained herein to problems in elasticity have been
carried out by the authors in [8-10].
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f(0, y) = g(y) = - f p(0, £)/© d£, v(l, y) = 0 for -A/2 < y < h/2,
" ""/2 (2.4)

±/i/2) = 0 for 0 < x < l,

and observe that y and u are related through

vx = quv , vy = — pux on (R. (2.5)2

Thus, it is clear that the task of estimating |Vw| may be accomplished by estimating
| Vi>|. For convenience, we put

P = 1/q, Q = l/p on (R. (2.6)
It follows that P, Q are in class C2 on fR and

P > P0 = 1/max q > 0, Q > Qn = 1/max p > 0. (2.7)
81 (R

Consequently, the operator £ is uniformly elliptic on Si.
The basic idea for getting gradient bounds valid for the sides and far end is furnished

by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let v be in class C2 on the rectangle (R, and asswne that (2.3), (2.4) are
satisfied. Let ip be in class C2 on ®, and suppose

£[<?] < 0 on (R, (2.8)

*>(0, y) > \g(y)\ for -h/2 < y < h/2, (2.9)
<p = 0 on T, (2.10)

where T devotes the portion of the boundary of <R formed by excluding the end x = 0.
Then,

<p > |y| on 6\, \v„(x, ±h/2)| < |<pu(x, ±h/2)| for 0 < x < I, n

\vx(l, y)| < \<pAI, y)I for -h/2 < y < h/2.
Proof. Let ^ = v — <p on (R. Then, by (2.3) and (2.8),

£[>] = -£[<p] >0 on (R.

Accordingly, the maximum principle (see, for instance, Theorem 5 on p. 61 of [7]) fur-
nishes

ip < max \p on (R, (2.12)
aoi

where 3(R stands for the boundary of (R. Since v = ip = 0 on T, and in view of (2.9), we
conclude that ^ < 0 on d(R. Consequently, (2.12) yields

i < 0 on (R, (2.13)

which, since \p = 0 on T, implies

\pu{x, h/2) > 0, —^/2) <0 for 0 < x < I,

ipz(l, y) > 0 for — h/2 < y < h/2.
2 It is not difficult to demonstrate that the existence of u guarantees the existence of a function

v in class C2 on (ft that satisfies (2.3)-(2.5).
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Therefore,

vv(x, h/2) > <pu(x, h/2), v„(x, -A/2) < -h/2) for 0 < x < I, _ 14>

f*(/, 2/) > y) for — h/2 < y < h/2.

The same reasoning applied to — v — <p leads to

v > — <p on (ft,

v„(x, h/2) < —<pu(x, h/2), v„(x, —h/2) > —<p„(x, —h/2) for 0 < x < I,

V,(l, y) < y) for —h/2 < y < h/2.

Therefore and by (2.13), (2.14), the desired conclusions (2.11) now follow and so the
proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

The remainder of this section is devoted to constructing an auxiliary function <p
that conforms to the requirements of the foregoing theorem and, at the same time,
manifests the appropriate exponential decay property. To this end, we seek <p in the
separable form

<p(x,y) = X(x)Y(y). (2.15)

One of the conditions to be met by <p is (2.8), which requires the quantity

= P

to be non-positive on (R. Let

X" + j X')Y + Q (r- +1 r)x] (2.16)

a = —max 1^1, 13 = ~ max \p„\. (2.17)
5i *p o 5i

Then, by (2.6), (2.2),

\PJP\ < 2a, \Qy/Q\ < 2/3. (2.18)
From (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), one concludes that

<£[<p] < 0 on (R,

provided X and Y conform to the following rather intricate set of requirements:

X > 0, X' < 0, X" - 2aX' - oj2qnX = 0 on [0, I],

Y > 0 on [ — h/2, h/2], Y' > 0 on [-h/2, 0], Y' < 0 on [0, h/2], (2.19)

Y" — 2/3 sgn yY' + co^F = 0 on [—h/2, h/2],

where to is a constant, and

7>i = max p. (2.20)

Assuming that to2 > /32/??i , we get for general solutions of the differential equations
in (2.19)

X(x) = exp (ax){A cosh [(I - x)(a2 + a,2g„)1/2] + B sinh [(I - x)(a2 + w2g„)1/2]}, (2.21)

Y(y) = exp (/3|?/])[C cos (y( up, - /32)I/2) + D sin (|y|(w2p, - /32)172)]. (2.22)
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The idea at this stage is to try to pick the constants A, B, C, D, and to so that the re-
mainder of the requirements in (2.19), as well as (2.9) and (2.10), are met. Notice, in
particular, that F as set down in (2.22) does not possess the requisite smoothness at
y = 0 for every choice of these constants. Because of the differential equation satisfied
by F for y 0, and since it is continuous on [ — h/2, h/2], it suffices to have

F'(0+) = F'(O-) = 0

in order to ensure that Y is twice continuously differentiable. This requirement leads to

D = -Cfi/V, v = («aPi - 02)1/2, (2.23)

and as a consequence, Y now reads

'[«Y = C exp 03 17/|)| cos (r,y) - - sin (v (2.24)V

To get <p = 0 on y = ±h/2, we put F(±/i/2) = 0, which gives, as long as /3 ^ 0,

tan (rjV2) = tj//3. (2.25)

Given a value of 0, (2.25) determines a sequence of values for 77, and in view of (2.23),
for co. Introducing the notation

r = vh/2, (2.26)
we rewrite (2.25) as

tan r = (2//3/i)f. (2.27)

For (3h < 2, the lowest positive root of (2.27) obeys

fi < tt/2, (2.28)

whereas for fih > 2,

7T < < 37r/2.

In the former case, the function F in (2.24) satisfies all the stipulations of (2.19), provided
C > 0, but in the latter there is no choice of C for which this is true except C = 0. We
assume

Ph < 2. (2.29)

Thus, and by (2.24) and (2.26), for /3 5^ 0.

Y(y) = C exp (13 cos (v,y) - ~ sin (r), |j/|)J , (2.30)
Vi

where

Vi = 2f t/h, (2.31)

fi being the smallest positive root of (2.27). In view of (2.27) and (2.31).,

, cos (v,h/2)
P/Vl sin (ijiA/2)'
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Thus, Y may be put in the form

sin
Y(y) = C oxp (0 |?/|) -

, Vih
sin | —

(2.32)

Concerning the case /3 = 0 (which incidentally is equivalent to p being independent
of y), a suitable choice for the function Y is

Y(y) = C cos (iry/h). (2.33)

It is of interest that this expression results from formally taking the limit as /3 —> 0 in
(2.30) and (2.31), since —> ir/2 as /3 —> 0. Henceforth, we assume /3 ^ 0.

Returning to (2.21), we sec that y) = 0 if A = 0. For convenience, we put

B = 1
sinh (l(a + u>i2qn),/2) '

where, in view of (2.23),

= (0/.a + 02)/p,)1/2, (2.34)

with the result

v. ^ / x«hih [(/ - x)(a + co,"g0)l /2] /o or\
X{JT) = exp (a/) 2 —2—TT72S  (2.35)

sinh (l(a + a), q») )

It is now easily verified that X fulfills the requirements of (2.19). Therefore, and by
(2.32) and (2.15),

sin
<p(r, y) = c exp (w + & \y\)-

v'\2 ~ sinh [(I - jr)(a + col;ig„),/2]
  (2.36)

sin (^~j sinh (l(a + w?qa)W2)

There remains the problem of satisfying (2.9), i.e.,

<»(0, y) > \g(y)\ = [ p(0, £)/(£) d£ ,
I J-h/2

and it is clear from (2.36) that this inequality is satisfied by <p if

C > sin h4) sup fM2 i/€ ( — h/2,h/2)
exp (0 \y |) sin [*.(§ - m)_

(2.37)

(2.38)

The boundedness of the supremum follows from (1.5) and the regularity assumed of p
and /, a fact that will emerge more explicitly as we work toward a simple upper bound
for it. Writing K for this supremum, we have by (2.31)

a
K tec-?.i) texp (fill |S|/2) sin [f,(l - |£|)]„

< K,K2 (2.39)
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where

'(f), l — t
Ki = sup . , K2 = sup  -j- (2.40)

{€(-i.D I — |?| fe(o.D sin — SJJ

It is easily established that K2 is the supremum of a decreasing function, so that

K2 = limit ——* ^ (2.41)
£_o sin [f,(l - £)] sin f,

As for A" i , an elementary argument that takes into account (1.5) gives

A', < 7> sup |p(0, 2/)/(?/)| < ^sup |/|, (2.42)
^ l/G( — A/2, /</2) -

where (2.20) has been used. In view of (2.38)-(2.42) and (2.31), we may take

C = ^sup |/|. (2.42)

We are finally in a position to apply Theorem 1. Thus, and in view of (2.5), (2.36),
and (2.43), we have for 0 < x < I,

IVtfOr ±h/2)1 < Plkv' SUP ^ 6XP (aX + S'nh ^ ~ x^a* + C0|2g°)'/^ (944)

2 sin (^) sinh (/(a2 + co.W72)

whereas for — h/2 < y < h/2,

p,h sup |/| exp (al + 0 \y |)(a2 + co,2g0)'/2 sin
\Vv(l,y)\ < 

vi(^ - \y\

2 sill sinh (l(a + oi,2},,)'72)
(2.45)

It is readily shown that (2.44) leads to

Iv„(,_ ±V2)| < ~P m exp,(»/2) cxp ,_((o, + a,qr, _ (, 46)
2si»(f)

exhibiting the desired exponential decay of the gradient with distance from the end
x = 0.

Of course, bounds for the derivatives of u may be found from the foregoing bounds
for |Vt)| by using the relations (2.2). In particular, (2.2) imply that on (R,

|V«| < (p2 |Vf|, (jruf + quu2Y/2 < (~~) 7 |V»|. (2.47)

3. A gradient bound for the near end. It is possible to go ahead and derive an
exponential-decay estimate for |Vf|, but we would be faced with introducing as a factor
the unknown quantity sup |Vi>(0, y) |. The present section is devoted to getting a bound
on this quantity, a bound which brings into prominence the data of the problem.
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Theorem 2. Let v £ Cl(<R) (~\ C2((R), x £ C2((R). Suppose that

£[i>] =0 on (51, v = x on d(R. (3.1)
Then

|Vt>| < | VxI + M sup |£[x]| on d(R. (3.2)

Here

M = ^ (exp (hb/2a) — 1), (3.3)

where the constants a, b are given by

a = min {P0 , Qo}, b = max {2a/q0 , 20/po\. (3.4)

(The constants a, /3 have been previously introduced in (2.17).)
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem, we show how (3.2) may be applied

to obtain an explicit upper bound for | Vf| on d(R. It is clear that for the function v deter-
mined by (2.3), (2.4), the choice x(%, y) = g(y)(l ~ x)/l is valid. It can be shown that

sup | Vx I < \{g')2 + (£)7n,/2> (3.5)

sup |£[x]| < ~ g" + ~ g' + ~j g• (3.6)
(H Vo P 0 HO1

where the bar indicates that the supremum over the absolute value has been taken.
Because of (2.17), (2.20), and since

g(y) = [ p(!0, &(0
J -h/9

we have g < hp J, g' < pj, g" < 2 fipj + p,f. Consequently, (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), (3.6)
imply

|v.I < M, ̂  (1 + h'/lT'pJ

+ | (exp (hb/2a) - 1) —/' + 20(1 + — +.Po V p0 plqa/ .
j 1 tjyji x 1 1 , 1 j on d(R. (3.7)

-Po v Po filqj J

This bound, which is valid for all of d(R, in particular furnishes the desired gradient
estimate on the near end.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a maximum principle for weakly £-
subharmonic functions due to Littman [6]. As we demonstrate below, the weak continuity
hypothesis required in this form of maximum principle greatly facilitates the construction
of a comparison function leading to the desired results (3.2), (3.3).

We suppose that an auxiliary function n can be found such that

M G C(&), M = 0 on 3(R, (3.8)

f ^£[p] clA > 0 (3.9)
J(R

for every non-negative p in C2((R) having compact support in (R. Then it follows from
Theorem 1 of Littman's paper [6] that n < 0 on (R.
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We now construct a suitable auxiliary function p.. Let (51 be partitioned by straight-
line segments into three (open) subdomains SDi , ©2 , S)3 as indicated in Fig. 1. and con-
sider the function w defined by

bw(x, y) = x + t cxp (J (1,12 - ,)) - cxp (g (x, y) G 23,

y\ + A/2 + | ^exp (b \y\/a) - exp (^jj , (x, y) G

cxp g (A/2 + ,-())- exp (g)

(3.10)

7 _L 01= ^-3" + ^ (•r, 2/) G £>3

where a and b are defined in (3.4). It is not difficult to establish that iv has the properties

w g C(<R) n c2(5,) r\ c\t>2) n c2(S3), (3.11)

£[«'] > 1 on 2D, VJ ©2 KJ SD3 , = 0 011 3(R, (3.12)

w,m = 21 < o on r,+, = «V2) < o on rr, (3 13^

wu'21 = m-x<3> > o on r2+, ttv<2) = -tox<3) < o on rr,

= Wxm = (y„<3) = o, (3.14)

where w/° (i = 1, 2, 3) refers to the restriction of w to 3D, , and IV, IV, r2+, r2~ are
the segments indicated in Figure 1.

We wish to show that the function n defined on iR by m = Nw — (v — x), where

N = sup |£[x]|, (3.15)
01

satisfies (3.8), (3.9). Thus, let p be a non-negative function in C2((R) having compact
support in (R, and consider the integral

I = [ M£[p] clA. (3.16)
J a i

By (3.11) and Green's identity, we have

[m(/VV + Qn.mp.)

- p(PnJ<) p.xU) + WW")] ds\ , (3.17)

I = E { [ p£M >'A + fi = 1 WJ)j J d'S.

where nzM, nu'" denote the components of the unit normal outward from dSD, , and /j'"
designates the restriction of p. to 23, . Since p, , p„ , and p are continuous on (ft, and since
p has compact support, there follows

E [ n(.PnxU)p, + Qv„U)P„) ds = 0. (3.18)
i - 1 J d'Si

Furthermore, it follows from the definition of p. and the smoothness assumptions on
v, x that the integral I' defined by

I' = - Zf PiPn.'W + <K( V°) ds (3.19)
i = 1 JdS)i
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Fig. 1.

reduces to

/' = - E [ p(Pnr(i)wx(i) + <K" V") ds.
i=l JdVi

Since p has compact support, and in view of (3.13), (3.14), there follows /' > 0. Com-
bining this with (3.18), we see from (3.17) that

I > H [ p£(m]
i - 1

dA.

Thus, by (3.1), (3.12), (3.15) we have I > 0, since p > 0 on (R, and so (3.9) holds. It is
clear from the definition of m that (3.8) is satisfied.

Since n satisfies (3.8), (3.9), it follows that p. < 0 on (R. This, together with the fact
that w = 0, v — x = 0 on d(R, implies

4~ (v - x) < N ~ on am. (3.20)an an

Similarly, the choice n = Nw + (i1 — x) yields

,T div . d , , „— A — < — (v — x) ondn dn

and so we have

|V(» - x)| < N |Vw| on d(R. (3.21)

From the expression for w given in (3.10), it can be shown that

sup |Vw| = M, (3.22)
d(R
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where M is given in (3.3). Thus, and in view of the definition of N in (3.15), it follows
that (3.2) holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

4. Pointwise gradient bounds for the entire rectangle. At this stage we have the
appropriate gradient bounds for the boundary of (J), leaving only the problem of getting
bounds for the interior as well.

Theorem 3. Suppose v £ C3((R), and assume £[t>] = 0 on <R. Let 7, , y? be the junc-
tions defined on (R by

1 [>,)' 1 (Q,Y 1 |p 1 n 1 1 -r 1T1 2P |_ jP Q Q*v\ ^"J ) (4'1)

72 = h + + lP"+ Q"j + 2Q»"]' (4-2)
and let 7 be a non-negative number such that

7 > 7i and 7 > 72 on (R. (4.3)

Then, the junction $ defined on (R by

$ = |Vv|2 + 71;2 (4.4)

is such that

£[<*>] >0 on (R, (4.5)

and so $ satisfies the maximum principle on (R.

This theorem is a special case of Theorem 1 given in the paper [5] by Protter and
Weinberger, whose results concern more general elliptic equations then those presently
under consideration. The bounds for 7 given by (4.1) and (4.2) are readily inferred from
their proof.

Suppose we can find an auxiliary function & £ C2((R) having the properties

£[^>] <0 on (R, ̂  $ on d(R, (4.6)

where $ is given by (4.4). Then

£[$ - ¥] > 0,
and so the maximum principle implies

$ < ^ on (R. (4.7)

It is clear from the definition (4.4) of $ that this inequality provides an upper bound
for | Vf | on (R. The idea now is to construct such a function ty, taking advantage of the
bounds derived for the boundary values of |Vf| in Sects. 2 and 3.

Let

r - m„v 1 m P>hfv' exp (0fe/2) Pi¥(<*2 + co,29q)1/2 exp (@h/2)\' max jiu j , , , .

H = exp (al/2)G  
(4-8)

sinh (I(a + u?q»y/2)
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let « G (&h/2, 1), and consider the function

h
exp (ax + 0 11/|) sin

*(*, y) = - •\2, M
Sill

(1 - e)h—J sinh (l(a2 + u2qn)''2)
\H2 sinh (x(a2 + co,2g„)'/2)

+ [G~ + ypi2/'2(/)2] sinh [(/ - x)(a' + w,2g„)l/2]|, (4.9)

where ij, is the smallest positive number such that

tan (v,h/2e) = n./fi, (4.10)

and

CO, = l(vr + f?)/v$". (4.11)

That ^ satisfies the first of (4.6) may be confirmed by an argument strictly analogous
to the one used in Sec. 2 to establish that the auxiliary function satisfies £[#»] < 0 on (R.
In order to avoid undue repetition, we omit this proof.

We need to show that on d(R,

^ > <I> = |Vf|2 + yv\ (4.12)

Consider first the end x = 0. Here we have

exp 03 |j/|) sin
*(0, y) = 

Sill
(1 — t)hr]t

[G2 + ypthVY] > (■ + VPi '' (]) ■

Therefore, it follows from (4.8), (3.7), and the inequality

MO, y)I = \g(y)\ < vM,
that (4.12) is valid for the end x = 0.

Concerning the sides y = ±h/2, we have from (4.9)

.t./- , I /r»\ ^ rsi'2 I 21 2/7\'2 1 t I n 1 /ci\ sillh [(/ X~)(a "1" CO, (/o) ]v(x, ±h/2) > [(, + 77>i l> (f) ] exp (ax + ah/2) ^ (/(^ +

sinh [(/ - x)(a2 + a,,W/2A2
sinh (l(a2 + w,2quy/2)> \G exp (ax)' _ 2„ sT/2

since the factor of G inside the braces is less than or equal to one for 0 < x < I. Since
co, < coi for t £ (fih/2, 1) we get

sinh [(/ — x)(a2 + co,ggi,)'/2]N| 2

sinh (I(a" + co,2g„)175)<f(x, ±h/2) > G exp (a/) n/l , s -\T72

which, in view of (4.8), (2.44), and the fact that

v(x, zkh/2) =0 for 0 < x < I,

demonstrates that (4.12) holds for y = ±h/2.
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Turning finally to the end x = I, note that (4.8) and (4.9) imply

*(l, y) > ■p,hf(a + toi2go)1/2 exp (g/t/2 + al)

2 sin

8in ["■(!-w)]

?in sinh (l(a + a>i2go)172) sin

Therefore, and since for |i/| < A/2,

exp (01,/2) > exp (0 \y\) > 1,

sin [,,(| - |*/|)_

exp 03 |?y

sin (i — f)/<t),

2e

> 1 > {sin - |»/|) |

we have

pjfia + co,2g„)' 2 sin I vi(% - |2/|) exp (at + H \y
*(/, y) >

2 sin sinh (I (a2 + CO,2?,,)'72)

Thus, it follows from (2.45) and the vanishing of v on the end x = I, that (4.12) holds
there.

By (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), we obtain for every (x, y) £ <R

|Vv(*, y) |2

exp (ax + p \y\) sin |\«
<

h_
2e

sin 2t S"lh w'21«)"2)

+ [O2 + ypShXff] sinh [(/ - ,r)(«2 + <o(2g„),/2]j- (4.13)

An upper bound for the right-hand side of (4.13) may be obtained which exhibits
more clearly the exponential decay with distance from the end x = 0. Thus, it is easily
verified that (4.13) yields, for every (.r, y) £ <R, the inequality

exp (/3 \y|) sin I ~ I2/I)
|V»Cr, y)\2 <  L V/6 /J

z~»2   / 7\ sinh (x(a~ ~t~ cct go) )
(r exp («/) *1/7/21 2 \l/2\2sinh (l{a + co, q0) )

sin (1 —
2 e

[G2(l + K)

+ yPi2h2f] exp { - ((a2 + a)f2go)'72 - ot)x\, (4.14)

where the; constant K is given by

/exp 2l(a2 + co.'go)172 - l\ exp l((a2 + o>i2go)'/2 + a)  a
Vexp 2l(a2 + co^go)172 — 1/ sinh [/(a2 + a>|2gn)1/2] sinh [/(a2 + a)/g„)1/2]

On recalling the definitions of Wj , w, from (2.25), (2.34) and (4.10), (4.11) respectively,
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it is readily verified that

w, < co, for idh/2 < e < 1, (4.16)

and so the first factor on the right in (4.15) is less than one. Elementary estimates for
the remaining exponentials in (4.15) yield the upper bound

K < 4(1 - exp (-Ul(q0)l/2l)-2. (4.17)

In conclusion, we make some remarks concerning the choice of V(x, y), rj, in (4.9),
(4.10) respectively. The exponential decay rate k is given in (4.14) as

k = (a' + a>("5„)l/_ — a. (4.18)

In view of (4.16), this quantity increases with e. However, the multiplicative factor
in (4.14) increases without bound as e tends to unity. A suitable choice for t should
preserve a balance between these features of the estimates.
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